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Abstract 

This study investigated the extent to which digital literacy and media literacy among the 21st century skills are 
included in the social studies curriculum of the 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th grades in Turkey. Among qualitative research 
methods, the document analysis was used in the study. Since the data were collected from printed and digital materials, 
this method was believed to be appropriate. The study is limited to social studies course books that re taught to the 4th, 
5th, 6th and 7th grade students in Adıyaman province of Turkey in the 2020-2021 academic year. The study found that 
among the skills included in the social studies curriculum, digital literacy and media literacy skills are included. Four 
learning outcomes in the curriculum (no: 5.4.1, 5.4.2, 5.4.3. and 7.5.6.) are associated with digital literacy and 3 
learning outcomes (no: 5.4.2, 6.7.4, 7.1.3.) are associated with media literacy. Among all learning outcomes in the 
curriculum (127 learning outcomes), the digital literacy and media literacy are included at a rate of 5.51%. The 
contents on digital literacy and media literacy were not distributed balancedly in the social studies course books and 
the contents that could be associated with digital literacy and media literacy in the social studies course books of the 
5th and 7th grades were included. Of the contents in the 5th and 7th grade social studies course books, 6.6% were 
related to digital literacy and 6.24% were related to media literacy. However, there were no content in the 4th and 6th 
grade social studies course books that could be associated with digital literacy or media literacy. On the other hand, 
the contents related to digital literacy and media literacy in the social studies course books were consistent with the 
learning outcomes in the curriculum. The number of learning outcomes regarding these two literacy types can be 
increased in the curriculum. The number of contents about digital literacy and media literacy can be increased in the 
social studies course books to be published. The contents on digital literacy and media literacy at every class level (4th, 
5th, 6th and 7th grade) provided with social studies course can be distributed equally.  
Keywords: digital literacy, media literacy, social studies, course book, learning outcomes 

1. Introduction 

The main factor that has facilitated personal and social life since the existence of human has become knowledge. The 
fund of knowledge passed down from generation to generation has played an important role in the socialization period 
of human, establishment of the first settlements and acquisition of cohabiting culture. The information transfer that 
begins in the family continues in a more formal way in school within the scope of certain rules. The dominating 
understanding in education period may affect the way of using knowledge. While it is deemed sufficient to learn and 
store knowledge in some of these insights, the practical use of knowledge acquired in different education perspectives 
is deemed a basic criterion. The century we live in is the time period when knowledge is produced and spread most 
(Kalkınma Bakanlığı, 2013). The 21st century which is also called information age requires people to have some basic 
skills so that they can not only store information, but choose, analyze and evaluate it, but also use the information they 
have obtained in their daily life and turn it into a product. The majorly stems from life becoming international and 
multicultural and interdependence of people. Therefore, new skills are necessary to be successful in working life (Suto, 
2013). Those skills that allow individuals to work in collaboration and coordination and require high-level thinking 
skills are called as 21st century skills. These skills have been subject to classification in recent years by many 
institutions. These institutions include Asia Society Partnership for Global Learning (ASIA Society), Assessment and 
Teaching of 21st Century Skills (ATCS), European Union (EU), International Society for Technology in Education 
(ISTE), North Central Regional Educational Laboratory (NCREL), Organization for Economic Co-operation and 
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Development (OECD) and Partnership for 21st Century Skills (P21) (Benek, 2019). The main objective of these 
institutions in classifying skills is to determine the criteria on which the generations with 21st century skills will be 
trained. It is undeniable that the structure controlling the change and individuals with the compulsory 21st century 
skills who have global values such as justice, morality, quality, freedom, prosperity, order, peace, reconciliation and 
tolerance that change with the nature of information. The classification made by the P21 platform among the 
institutions that classify the 21st century skills is generally accepted in the education world. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. P21 Classification of the 21st Century Skills 
The classification made by the P21 indicates that the 21st century skills consist of three main components that are 
learning and innovation skills, life and career skills, and information, media and technology skills. These components 
are each categorized under subheadings. The skills classified by the P21 have taken up in basic approaches of 
education programs in recent years.  
Information literacy and media literacy skills that constitute the subskills of information, media and technology skills, 
among these skills, and include many types of literacy have come to the fore directly concerning all segments of 
society today. Today, developments in information and communication technology have led to radical changes in 
students’ knowledge acquisition and facilities. Thanks to such improvements, the students have had the chance to 
communicate in written, visual, auditory forms using certain tools. It is possible to see its traces in daily life. In 
particular, with the widespread use of the internet, students have to learn and adapt the skills needed for directing, 
evaluating and using information (Treske, 2011). Individuals of information age are intertwined with environments 
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rich in technology and media. They can manage multiple activities at the same time as required by the age, use the 
Internet to watch TV, make research while speaking on the phone and use time sophisticatedly. This majorly regulates 
the concepts of communication, knowledge management, learning, personal and social values of the rising generation. 
A similar case applies to adults who use information and communication technologies either for personal or 
professional needs (Pedro, 2006). Today, easy and unlimited access to information, rapid change in technological tools 
and the potential of changing life at the same rate have made it obligatory for individuals to use, analyze and evaluate 
the information, media and technology actively in the most accurate way so that they can be individuals of the 21st 
century (P21, 2015).  
Digital literacy and media literacy have come to the fore with digitalization of communication. It has many definitions 
besides having the same point of view with digital literacy fundamentally. Turkish Language Society defines digital 
literacy as display of numerical data on a screen electronically (http//sozluk.gov.tr, 2020). Accessing appropriate and 
secure content and communicating through media are defined as digital literacy by understanding information from 
different sources using a computer, knowing how to use new technologies, creative thinking, sorting, evaluating, 
criticizing information and creating digital contents (Hague and Payton, 2010; Gilster, 1997). Correct use of different 
technologies in this literacy is defined as awareness, attitude and ability to access the correct information, produce and 
share information, benefit from technology in learning-teaching process, and manage and integrate achievements 
(Hamutoğlu, Güngören, Uyanık and Erdoğan, 2017; Martin, 2006). Considering the definitions, the minimal technical 
skills that users should have to use technology effectively and fulfill their main tasks are defined as digital literacy 
(Buckingham, 2010). Digital literacy is divided into five categories including photo-visual literacy, reproduction 
literacy, navigation literacy, information literacy and socio-emotional literacy (Eshet-Alkalai, 2004). Media literacy 
that is deemed sub-discipline of digital literacy was first discussed in 1960s by UNESCO by defining the critical role 
of the media in social development at that time and by demonstrating its sensitivity to the idea of creating and 
maintaining communication spaces (Berber, 2019). Media literacy is literally defined as a viewpoint that enables 
people to interpret messages from the media and the process of constructing a meaning map that comes out of 
individuals' relationships between media texts and consumption practices (Potter, 1998; Binark and Bek, 2007). This 
literacy skill can also be defined as the ability to easily access to, analyze and evaluate images, words and sounds in 
daily life and the integration of thinking skills with reading, watching, speaking and listening skills that can be 
practiced through the media (Europe’s Information Society, 2007; Carmen, 1999). Individuals reach a certain level of 
awareness thanks to media literacy and have the opportunity to make contribution to themselves being active, thinking 
and questioning besides their environment (Gülmüş, 2020). They can acquire top-level thinking skills and so, 
understand the codes of the world better. They can have active evaluation on them and make personal judgments by 
having the ability to criticize (Aksu, 2019). Media literacy stands for being an important acquisition process for all 
nations to survive as mentally and physically healthy societies as of a near period of time (Alımcı, 2019; Som and 
Kurt, 2012). Families can use digital media as a tool to rush to their business in daily life, to provide a safe 
environment for the child, to help in education of the child or to entertain the child (Tomopoulos et al, 2010). The 
studies conducted with all age groups found that children watch television for four hours a day on average and they 
decide themselves (82%) about watching television. Children can choose the programs they wish and sometimes they 
can watch television as long as they want (Bakan, 2010). This is because technological developments and the changes 
in daily media usage in the current age have mobilized all information and experiences. Information, news, 
entertainment and experiences constantly flow between media tools and multiple borders. Young individuals can learn 
more from the tools of the digital world than they learn from books and their teachers at school. The media has 
become a major control power on children and young people in particular through its impact, scope and direction (İnal, 
2009; Kurtulmuş, 2014; Ulusoy, 2018; Gençer, 2018). Thus, the students should acquire the skills of receiving, 
analyzing and interpreting messages obtained from different media and Internet tools from a critical point of view. 
These should be included in the related course materials regarding how correct information can be accessed in 
information mass within digital resources. The students should be directed in this sense 
(https://medyaokuryazarligi.gov.tr, 2021). Media literacy is taught as an elective course in secondary schools in 
Turkey to students who are expected to analyze and evaluate in a critical perspective by understanding text and 
audiovisual media messages correctly, and accessing and understanding messages from other digital media, such as 
social networks, new media, and video games. Being an elective course only allows demanding students to access the 
contents of the course. Also, some of the content of media literacy and therefore digital literacy is included in the 
social studies. Thus, social studies education which shows the students many dimensions of events and develops their 
decision-making skills, imagination and creativity skills is very important in terms of media and media education 
(Kurtulmuş, 2014).  
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In the literature review, the studies on digital literacy and media literacy have been detected to increase in recent years. 
In particular, studies on digital literacy (Cebeci, 2020; Altıner, 2019; Kara, 2021; Korkmaz, 2020; Yaman, 2019; 
Gürtekin, 2019; Özoğlu, 2019; Yaşar, 2019; Boyacı, 2019; Arslan, 2019; Bozyel, 2019; Kozan, 2018; Altun, 2019) 
mainly focused on determining the digital literacy skills of teacher candidates, besides the studies conducted on 
university students from different departments (Dayanıklı, 2019). The studies on the relationship of social studies and 
media literacy (Altun, 2010; Dolanbay, 2018) were found to be very few. No study has been found where social 
studies curriculum and social studies textbooks were examined in the context of digital literacy and media literacy. 
The students should acquire the skills of receiving, analyzing and interpreting messages obtained from different media 
and Internet tools from a critical point of view. Correct information in information mass in digital resources should be 
accessed and included in course materials.  
This study seeks into determine the extent to which social studies curriculum that was updated in 2018 and course 
books include digital literacy and media literacy skills that are covered in education programs. The following 
questions seek answers for the study to achieve its goal: 

a) To what extent are digital literacy and media literacy skills included in the 2018 curriculum of social studies? 
b) To what extent are digital literacy and media literacy skills included in the 4th grade social studies course 

book? 
c) To what extent are digital literacy and media literacy skills included in the 5th grade social studies course 

book? 
d) To what extent are digital literacy and media literacy skills included in the 6th grade social studies course 

book? 
e) To what extent are digital literacy and media literacy skills included in the 7th grade social studies course 

book? 
2. Method 

This study used qualitative research model. In qualitative research, the data are collected through observation, 
interview and documents (Berg and Lune, 2015; Merriam, 2009). The data of this study were collected using 
document analysis. The document analysis was believed to be the appropriate method since the social studies 
curriculum in practice and the course books were examined in line with the aim of the study. Document analysis is 
qualitative method that is used to analyze the content of written documents meticulously and systematically (Wach, 
2013). The document review includes analysis of written materials that comprise information about the targeted case 
or cases for investigation (Yıldırım and Şimşek, 2016). This study is limited to the social studies curriculum that was 
updated and put into effect in 2018, and the social studies course books of the 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th grades in 
Adıyaman in the 2020-2021 academic year. 
2.1. Data Collection 
In this study, social studies books taught in secondary schools in the province of Adiyaman located in the Republic of 
Turkey were investigated. In collecting the data, the documents to be analyzed were accessed first and the 4th, 5th, 6th 
and 7th grade social studies course books as well as 2018 curriculum of social studies were obtained. Then, the 
documents were examined in detail to determine the extent to which social studies curriculum and course books 
include the digital literacy and media literacy. 
2.2. Validity and Reliability 
To ensure the reliability of the study, 2 social studies teachers and 2 academicians working in the field of social 
studies were consulted about whether the acquisitions and skills in the social studies curriculum and the contents in 
social studies textbooks are related to digital literacy and media literacy. The data that were obtained from experts 
were analyzed. In qualitative research, the validity of the measuring tool is closely related to correct measurement of 
the case it aims to measure. In this case, the data collected reflect the truth and contribute to the study results (Yıldırım 
& Şimşek, 2016). 
2.3. Data Analysis 
In the analysis phase of the documents obtained in line with the study aim, the extent to which digital literacy and 
media literacy are included in the learning outcomes and skills of the course are shown by examining the curriculum. 
Afterwards, the contents of the social studies course books, which have been taught to the 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th grades 
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in Adıyaman in the 2020-2021 academic year, were examined by the researcher in line with the study aim and the 
obtained data are given in tables.  
3. Findings and Results 

This section of the study provides findings and interpretations obtained from the research. 
Table 1. Learning Outcomes Regarding Digital Literacy in the 2018 Curriculum of Social Studies 

Learning Domain Learning Outcomes No. Learning Outcomes 

 
 
Science, Technology 
and Society 

SB.5.4.1.  Discussing the effect of technology use on socialization and society 
relationships. 

SB.5.4.2. Questioning the accuracy and reliability of information obtained 
from virtual environment. 

SB.5.4.3. Obeying the rules while using virtual environment. 
Production, 
Distribution and 
Consumption 

SB.7.5.6. Analyzing the changes caused by digital technologies in 
production, distribution and consumption. 

Table 1 shows that the social studies curriculum includes four learning outcomes on digital literacy. These outcomes 
(three outcomes) are in Science, Technology and Society most. The digital literacy outcomes are included in the 5th 
and 7th grades only. There is no digital literacy outcome in the 4th and 6th grades. 
Table 2. Learning Outcomes Regarding Media Literacy in the 2018 Curriculum of Social Studies 
Learning Domain Learning 

Outcomes No. 

Learning Outcomes 

Science, Technology 
and Society 

SB.5.4.2. Questioning the accuracy and reliability of information obtained from 
virtual environment. 

Global connections SB.6.7.4. Questioning the effects of popular culture on our own culture. 
Individual and Society SB.7.1.3. Discussing the role of media on social change and interaction. 

Table 2 shows that the social studies curriculum includes three learning outcomes on human rights. These outcomes 
are included in Science, Technology and Society, Global Connections and Individual and Society learning domains. 
There is no media literacy outcome in the 4th grade. 
Table 3. Relationship of the Skills in the 2018 Social Studies Curriculum with Digital Literacy and Media Literacy 

  

Skills 

2005  

Social Studies 

Curriculum 

2018 

Social Studies  

Curriculum 

 Research Skills √ √ 

 Skills on Perceiving the Changes 
and Sustainability  

√ √ 

 Critical Thinking Skills  √ √ 

 Empathic Skills  √ √ 

 Entrepreneurship Skills √ √ 

 Observation Skills √ √ 

 Communication Skills √ √ 

 Decision-making Skills √ √ 
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 Skills on Using Turkish Correctly, 
Well and Effectively 

√ √ 

 Problem Solving Skills  √ √ 

 Social Participation Skills  √ √ 

 Space Perception Skills √ √ 

 Skills on Perceiving Time and 
Chronology 

√ √ 

 Collaboration Skills*   √ 

 Skills on Recognizing Stereotype 
and Prejudice*  

 √ 

 Using Evidence Skills*  √ 

 Position Analysis Skills*  √ 

 Media Literacy Skills*  √ 

 Environment Literacy Skills*  √ 

 Self-control Skills*  √ 

 Political Literacy Skills*  √ 

 Digital Literacy Skills*  √ 

 Financial Literacy Skills*  √ 

 Skills on Drawing and Interpreting 
Table, Chart and Diagram* 

 √ 

 Map Literacy Skills*  √ 

 
 

Innovative Thinking Skills* 
Law Literacy* 

 √ 
√ 

 Creative Thinking** √  

 Use of Information 
Technologies** 

√  

    * New skills added to the 2018 social studies curriculum 
    ** Skills excluded from the social studies curriculum 
Table 3 shows that literacy skills, one of the information literacy types, which was included in the social studies 
curriculum before (2005) is not included any more. New skills including also digital literacy and media literacy skills 
in the updated social studies curriculum in 2018 are not included in the curriculum. We can say that these skills could 
be added in the social studies curriculum thanks to the skills called as 21st century skills. 
Table 4. Contents on Digital Literacy in the 4th Grade Social Studies Course Book 
Learning Domain Unit Grade Subject 

- - - - 
According to Table 4, there is no content regarding digital literacy in the 4th grade social studies course book. 
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Table 5. Contents on Media Literacy in the 4th Grade Social Studies Course Book 
Learning Domain Unit Grade Subject 

- - - - 
According to Table 5, there is no content regarding media literacy in the 4th grade social studies course book. 
Table 6. Contents on Digital Literacy in the 5th Grade Social Studies Course Book 

Learning Domain Unit Grade Subject 

Science, Technology and Society Science and Technology in Our Lives 5 Effect of Technology on the Society 

Table 6 shows that the 5th grade social studies course book (Ata Publishing) explains the impact of the developments 
in technology on human relations in the subject of “Effect of Technology on the Society” in the “Science, Technology 
and Society, Science and Technology in Our Lives” unit. The tools and equipment that facilitate human life are 
provided and the negative effects of technology on social life are explained in the content. Also, communication 
through virtual environment is mentioned to weaken face-to-face communication sometimes. The content is supported 
with complementary visual elements.  
Table 7. Contents on Media Literacy in the 5th Grade Social Studies Course Book 

Learning Domain Unit Grade Subject 

Science, Technology and Society Science and Technology in Our Lives 5 Library in Our Pockets 

According to Table 7, the 5th grade social studies course book (Ata Publishing) states that the general network is an 
important tool to search for information in the subject of “Library in Our Pockets” in the “Science, Technology and 
Society, Science and Technology in Our Lives” unit. To access information needed in the period when the general 
network was not available, the research used to be redacted by use of libraries and reaching out to encyclopedias or 
different sources. The general network that is widely used today has been integrated in many technological tools from 
computers to mobile phones and a wide variety of information can be accessed. The content mentions about the points 
to take into consideration while making search in the general network. The students are well instructed about 
accessing correct and reliable information and analyzing and evaluating such information. In the following sections of 
the subject, qualifications of a good media literacy are given in items. Besides the characteristics of being a conscious 
media literate, the subject is supported with appropriate visuals mentioning about the situations that unconscious users 
may face (accessing illegal, violent sites and contacting with dangerous people) while using the general network. 
Mentioning the general network, virtual media, 3D, http//https, e-shopping, cybercrime, identity theft and media 
literacy, the content is important as it increases general knowledge levels of students. 
Table 8. Contents on Digital Literacy in the 6th Grade Social Studies Course Book 
Learning Domain Unit Grade Subject 

- - - - 
According to Table 8, there is no content regarding technology literacy in the 6th grade social studies course book 
(Anadol Publishing). 
Table 9. Contents on Media Literacy in the 6th Grade Social Studies Course Book 
Learning Domain Unit Grade Subject 

- - - - 
According to Table 9, there is no content regarding media literacy in the 6th grade social studies course book (Anadol 
Publishing). 
Table 10. Contents on Digital Literacy in the 7th Grade Social Studies Course Book 

Learning Domain Unit Grade Subject 

Production, Distribution and Consumption Economy and Social Life 7 Digital World 
According to Table 10, the 7th grade social studies course book (Ekoyay Publishing) states that scientific and 
technological developments affect production, distribution and consumption network as in every aspect of life in the 
subject of “Digital World” in the “Production, Distribution and Consumption, Economy and Social Life” unit. It is 
mentioned that production types have changed thanks to digital technologies, distribution is made over the general 
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network and face-to-face trade takes place in virtual media in general. The subject also mentions that with connection 
of mobile phones to the general network, mobile phones are not only used to make calls but also to text, make video 
calls and share videos. The subject is provided to students being supported with appropriate visuals to draw their 
attention. At the end of the subject, there is an activity about shopping on the general network. 
Table 11. Contents on Media Literacy in the 7th Grade Social Studies Course Book 

Learning Domain Unit Grade Subject 

Individual and Society Communication and Human Relations   7 The Place of Media in Our Life 

According to Table 11, there is content in the 7th grade social studies course book (Ekoyay Publishing) allowing 
students to make inferences about the role of media in social change and interaction in the subject of “The Place of 
Media in Our Life” in the “Individual and Society, Communication and Human Relations” unit. The content includes 
social media concept and online concepts in connection with media concept. The reasons why people use the general 
network are listed. In the following section, aspects of social media that facilitate human life are provided with 
examples. Furthermore, the problems arising from misuse of social media (information pollution, waste of time, 
language destruction and terminating interpersonal communication) are included.  
4. Discussion, Conclusion and Recommendations 

Social studies course whose main objective is to bring up efficient and responsible citizens is one of the courses that is 
important for individuals to have international mindedness. Today, it has become necessary to adapt to the situation 
with the technological transformation changing the society too. It is inevitable that education be affected by the 
technology as in other areas of social studies (Karaduman and Öncül, 2019). This change reflects into the curricula of 
courses and therefore into course books. Accordingly, education programs are updated occasionally. This update 
shows its effect on all components of education programs. This study investigated the extent to which digital literacy 
and media literacy among important literacy types in our day are included in the social studies course books of the 4th, 
5th, 6th and 7th grades that was updated in 2018. The study found that the social studies curriculum includes digital 
literacy and media literacy as concepts and digital competence reflects into the basic approach of the social studies 
curriculum. It is seen that many types of literacy were included in the targeted learning outcomes for students in the 
2018 curriculum and digital literacy and media literacy skills were included. The content about digital literacy skills in 
the social studies course books were found to be in the 5th grade. There is no content that can be associated with 
digital literacy in the social studies course book of the 4th and 6th grades. In particular, considering that children 
spend nearly 900 hours at school and 1500 hours watching television annually, digital literacy and media literacy 
should have a wider coverage in the course books (Çakır, 2013). The technology and media developed in the 21st 
century have become attractive to everyone with extraordinary techniques and channels they use. Children especially 
take any material they are offered as it is among the imposed information mass (Bakan, 2010). When the relationship 
developed by children through digital tools are used consciously, they can be affected by it positively (Gençer, 2018). 
Considering that digital technology which penetrates into the whole world spreads today, the contents about digital 
literacy should be included in the social studies course books of all levels in an increasing way. This study found that 
digital literacy skills are included in two out of seven learning domains (Science, Technology and Society, and 
Production, Distribution and Consumption) in the social studies curriculum and four learning outcomes are related to 
digital literacy. The learning outcomes related to digital literacy were Science, Technology and Society learning 
domain mostly. Altun (2010), associated the high number of learning outcomes regarding digital literacy skills in the 
social studies curriculum with the existence of “Science, Technology and Society” learning domain. Berber (2019), 
determined that all of the digital literacy themes in the 5th grade social studies course book prepared for the 
2018-2019 academic year were included in the “Science, Technology and Society” learning domains. The research 
results from the literature support this study. This study found that the number of learning outcomes in the digital 
literacy skills (4 outcomes) in the social studies curriculum is more than media literacy skills (3 outcomes). 
Digital literacy is included in only one subject in the 5th and 7th grades social studies course books. In consideration 
of the content related to digital literacy in social studies textbooks, contents are prepared so that students understand 
the impact of technology use on socialization and social relations in accordance with the basic approach of the 
curriculum, question the information they obtain from virtual media, know the security rules while using the virtual 
media and increase their awareness about it, and analyze the changes in social relations and culture caused by digital 
technologies in the production, distribution and consumption network. Another focal point of this study is media 
literacy. Media literacy which is included in the social studies curriculum as a skill and taught as an elective course 
has taken its place among the popular literacy skills of today. This study found three learning outcomes in the social 
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studies curriculum to be related with media literacy. Media literacy is included in three learning domains (Science, 
Technology and Society, Global Connections, and Individual and Society). Berber (2019), determined that all of the 
media literacy themes in the 6th grade social studies course book prepared for the 2018-2019 academic year were 
included in the “Global Connections” learning domain.  
It has become an obligation to acquire new communication skills to maximum benefit from the opportunities offered 
by developing technology today and to minimize its negative effects. Thus, media literacy comes to the fore as 
communication skills that should be acquired by individuals from childhood (Bozkurt, 2012). The contents about 
media literacy in social studies course books examined in this study were oriented to students question the accuracy 
and reliability of the information accessed in a virtual environment, understand negative effects of popular culture and 
media on the culture, and make inferences about the role of media on social change and interaction. As technology 
grows stronger in the 21st century and mass communication tools become dominant in the society, it has become more 
and more important to teach students the skills to critically analyze any text they encounter. Therefore, there is a need 
for media literacy in teaching social studies just as media literacy education needs social studies (NCSS, 2007; Altun, 
2010).  
This study found that social studies curriculum covers less learning outcomes about media literacy and contents in the 
social studies course book. This may stem from the fact that media literacy is offered as an elective course in the 
secondary schools. However, it should be noted that not all students will choose this course since media literacy is an 
elective course in these schools. It may be more accurate to teach media literacy from preschool to university level 
being associated with the present programs (Altun, 2010). In this consideration, including more contents about both 
digital literacy and media literacy in social studies course books may increase students’ competence in this field.  
5. Recommendations 
Some suggestions based on the conclusions from this study are as follows: The number of contents about digital 
literacy and media literacy can be increased in the social studies course books to be published. The number of learning 
outcomes regarding these two literacy types can be increased in the curriculum. Finally, the number of activities can 
be increased in the course books regarding digital literacy and media literacy. 
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